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After more than twenty years of running Barefoot Contessa, the acclaimed specialty food store, Ina

Garten published her first collection of recipes. The Barefoot Contessa Cookbook was an overnight

sensation, but it's the kind of success that can only be grounded in years of experience. In it, Ina

shared her ideas for familiar food but with outstanding flavor and -- most important of all -- recipes

that really work.Now, with Barefoot Contessa Parties! Ina shares secrets she has gleaned from her

years not only as a caterer but as a dedicated party giver. The keyword here is fun. Ina's parties are

easy to prepare and fun for everyone, including the host. Forget those boring Saturday-night dinners

that just won't end. With Ina's advice, you're certain to have all your friends saying, "Wasn't that

fun!"Ina has packed Barefoot Contessa Parties! with plans for pulling off parties like a pro, stories

about her own parties, and tips on assembling food (rather than cooking everything) and organizing

like a caterer. In the spring you can invite your friends to a party where they all make their own

pizzas. Come summer, it's into the garden for a lunch with grilled lamb and pita sandwiches that

guests assemble themselves. In the autumn, when it's not Thanksgiving, Ina roasts a fresh turkey,

which her friends enjoy with popovers and a creamy spinach gratin. And on a snowy winter's day,

everyone is invited for a lunch buffet with seafood chowder and butternut squash and apple

soup.Ever since Ina published her first book, people write, e-mail, and stop her on the street to say

how much they love the food. She's reached new heights here with recipes like sour cream coffee

cake--the ultimate breakfast treat. Salads? The red lettuce, balsamic onions, and blue cheese;

Chinese chicken salad; and panzanella may be the best you've ever tasted. Filet of beef is easy to

make for a fancy dinner with oh-so-good gorgonzola sauce, or sliced into sandwiches and served

with lobster rolls for a Superbowl party. And fans of The Barefoot Contessa Cookbook will be

delighted to find the recipe for the Lemon Cake they drooled over but only saw pictured, right here in

this book.With so many great ideas and recipes in these pages for you to use, your friends will start

to wonder why your parties are always so much fun.
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Ina Garten has brought sanity and great food to entertaining at home.The great thing about this

book is the style everything is served and prepared in, though it uses a bit more fat than I would

cook with for everyday meals. She is a friend of Martha Stewart but her recipes are very un-Martha

like in preparation. Ina does not have a staff of hundreds to make everything just perfect for that

dinner party for the magazine. This lady runs a business on her culinary skill - she does what works

with a minimum amount of fuss - it tastes wonderful AND looks great.I have received rave reviews

for the Sour Cream Coffee Cake, the Happy Birthday! meal, and the Chocolate Ganache Cake. The

Chocolate Cake went over big. It was so easy to make, it was an afterthought while putting together

a meal for six at the very last minute.You will not be disappointed with this cookbook.

I had planned to try a few more recipes before writing a review. But after making and eating 2 of the

Chocolate Chunk Cookies that are photographed on the back cover of "Barefoot Contessa Parties"

it's apparent that anyone who is thinking of buying this book should quickly do so. The cookies are

great, they remind me of the kind that were made by a company 'David's Cookies'. Only Ina's are

better.Yummm. Or as my 6 year old son Alex has just said,"They are extremely super." Last night I

made the Brisket recipe but had to exchange water plus ketshup for tomatoe juice - no time to get

back to the store. The results were a major success. Alex who has always refused my previous

brisket attempts devoured slice after slice. As did my husband and our 10 year old. Tonight will be

the vegetable pie recipe. Ina has written an introduction that clearly states the best parties are the

ones you can easily prepare for and then happily join your guests. There are four Chapters:Spring,

Summer, Autumn, and Fall. Each chapter has 4 menu planners with a brief introduction story ( filled

with tips and personal info.for each menu). Each of the various menu's have easy to prepare

recipes that are up to Ina's superior standards. I plan on testing them all. Hope she writes the next

one within a year. Personally I enjoy her positive attitude that is clear in each of her many and

varied recipes.



I love to cook and bake but I run screaming from complicated recipes. This cookbook contains

simple recipes for really great-tasting food. It is uncomplicated and the adjoining photographs are

simple and elegant. Never have I found a cookbook where page after page I have found recipes

that I actually want to try.I made the ceasar salad the first day I bought the book, the sour cream

coffee cake the second. Both turned out fantastic! Tomorrow I shall conquer the delicious-looking

rugelach.The book is touted for parties but don't let that fool you. These are great recipes for simple

family dinners as well as large parties. The book is also sprinkled with Ina Garten's advice and past

experiences.I thank Ina Garten for this wonderful new cookbook - but moreover, my husband thanks

her!

Ina Garten has it down to a science - but a very relaxed science, at that. She teaches you how to

throw a dinner party, garden party, even a child's birthday party with maximum style and class, and

minimum stress. I love this book. I love the recipes and ideas and have used many of them on

different occasions - often mixing and matching from different sections. The book is divided into four

seasons, which makes perfect sense when planning a party - because it makes life so much easier

when you use what is seasonally available for recipes as well as planning seasonally appropriate

venues and activities for the party - indoor vs. outdoor, what type of drinks to enjoy, etc. I can't say

enough good things about this book - you need it in your cookbook collection. I loaned it to

someone and missed it dearly for the several weeks it was gone. I even considered purchasing a

second one - just in case.

It doesn't top her first book, but boy, it's close! My only complaint about the book is that it's a little

hard to find the recipes by category (looking for an entree? you'll have to search under poultry,

seafood, etc... in the index) so I give it 4 stars, not 5. However, there is no complaint about the

recipes themselves! Just like in her first book, everything I've made from this has turned out

beautifully. AND, as a bonus, that beautiful looking lemon cake pictured in the dessert trays from the

first book, but sadly not listed as a recipe, is included in this book. Ina Garten is my hero! I only wish

the Barefoot Contessa store wasn't on the other side of the country.

I loved her first book so when this one came out I had to get it. I was not disappointed. I've made the

Herbed Grilled Shrimp with Mango Salsa a couple of times now and everyone loved it. The Garlic

Roasted Potatoes were so easy and delicious. I even e-mailed Ina to tell her how much I enjoyed



her books and 2 days later she replied to my e-mail. I highly recommend this book to those who

entertain and go into "panic mode" when company's coming (like me). The last 2 times I've

entertained I've used recipes from her books and I was so relaxed because I wasn't rushing around

that I finally got to enjoy myself without having to excuse myself from my guests to finish food

preparations.

I was very disappointed with this cookbook. I read all the rave reviews and somehow expected the

book to help me plan and pull off elegant dinner parties with recipes for those. Instead it has tips

and recipes for doing everything but (i.e. a make your own pizza party, a new years day brunch, a

tea party). The ideas, recipes and strategies for creating a relaxed atmosphere are good, but the

book's philosophy is that those fancy Saturday night dinner parties should be avoided. If you agree,

then this may be the book for you-- but it wasn't what I wanted.
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